REVIEWS

I t seems that molecular genome analysis has at last
come of age, a conclusion reinforced by the wealth
of data presented at recent meetings on this subject.
The measure of this success is perhaps that progress in
the field no longer seems remarkable: advances are
reported on such a wide front that no single one seems
exceptional. Even the identification of genes that underlie human diseases has become almost routine: the
intense interest surrounding the recent isolation of the
Huntington's disease gene 1 was perhaps as much due
to the technical difficulty of the endeavour as to its biological significance. The extent of mapping studies and
the numbers of genomic regions being analysed have
increased considerably; for example, a very coarse map
of the human genome derived from sequences cloned
in yeast artificial chromosomes (YAC) is now approaching completion2, and identification of cDNAs has been
facilitated by methods that allow tagged sequences to
be produced simply and rapidly3. These developments
have led some to comment that the end of the Human
Genome Project is in sight. Far from it: in physical mapping, let alone sequencing, the productive period has
just begun. Although for the time being the emphasis in
mapping has shifted toward the use of YAC clones,
whose large inserts allow large chromosomal regions to
be analysed much more easily and quickly, considerable progress is also being made using cloning systems
that use Escherichia coB. While YAC libraries are
extremely useful for the localization and isolation of
particular areas or genes and can serve as a framework
for more detailed analyses, E. cob libraries are much
more amenable to sequencing whole genomes, the
eventual aim of the genome projects.
As regards methodologies for generating mapping
and sequencing data, there are three main approaches.
The 'classic', entirely gel-based, fragmentation methods
are restriction enzyme fingerprinting, extensively used
for mapping in E, colt, Caenorhabdttis elesans and
Drosophila melanosaster 4-6, and enzymatic dideoxytermination or chemical-cleavage sequencing. Automated
versions of these techniques are being applied to
several problems, for example, mapping human chromosomes~' and sequencing the ¢. elegans8 genome.
However despite automation, the practicality of these
approaches is limited by the fact that they involve relatively extensive handling of clones. Moreover, mapping
of inserts cloned in low-copy-number vector systems
such as YACs requires secondary screening using, for
example, repeat sequence probe#.
A second, intermediate, group of techniques
depends on the use of a 'tag' of known sequence as
a marker sequence. While the sequence-tagged site
(SIS) approach9 is widely used and has been successfully applied in complete clone-mapping projects I°,n,
its usefulness is restricted by the density of markers
generated. Anonymous probes from arbiwary PCR amplification or, for primate DNA, inter-Alu PCR could
increase the resolution of mapping toward that possible
in E. coli clone libraries. The usefulness of multiplex
sequencing t2, which increases the efficiency of standard
gel sequencing by allowing several samples to be
separated in the same lane, is also limited by the
number of tagged sequences that can be identified.
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EstabUshmemt of a variety of hybridization techniques for
the analysis of large gemmtic areas has paved the way for
a parallel examination ofgcuomes on many levels within
the framework of the various gcctome projects. Here, !
discuss some recent achievements M the application of

DNA hybridization techniques, in particular oligomer
hybrldizatiou.
The third, non-gel-based, type of technique relies
entirely on a basic property of nucleic acids: formation
of a specific duplex between complementary sequences. This property is exploited in DNA hybridization assays. DNA fragments that range in length from
hexamers to megabases can be used both as probe and
target, and useful results can be obtained even with
complex DNA mixtures. Experimentally, however, this
technique can have some drawbacks: for example,
hybridization may occur between sequences that contain base-pair mismatches. Nevertheless, since numerous
clones can be handled with ease and since many different levels of DNA manipulation - from radiation hybrids to oligonucleotides, from complex inter-Alu PCR
products to SIS markers - can be related to one another
direcdy, hybridization seems an obvious strategy for comprehensive analysis of genomes (Box 1), and for the
subsequent, although rarely mentioned, task of comparing individual cases of interest with the existing data.
Among DNA hybridization techniques, oligomer
hybridization alone is broad enough to be applied
to the entire range of analyses. In contrast to other
methods, it provides partial sequence information
and, depending on the number of probe oligomers, can

Box 1. Landmarks of the genome project
Genetic linkage maps
Physical maps
Cytogenetic maps
Cell hybrid maps
YACcontigs
High-resolution contigs
Restriction-oligomer maps
Transcriptional maps
Gene inventories
Gene sequences
Genomic sequences
lnterspecies comparisons
Gene expression studies
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between these projects and
STS mapping. While STS
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presence of well-defined
markers, the S. pombe mapping work used as p~obes
anonymous clones from the
libraries under investigation,
selected only on the basis
that they had not previously
shown positive hybridization (Fig. 1). One group
(a)
also took advantage of a
parallel and related analysis
-rF
of three different clone
libraries ~s. The order of the
probes was first established,
and the clones were then
fitted to that order on the
basis of the very same set of
hybridization results. Further
advantages of the strategy
are that the probes, although
anonymous, are relatively
k.
evenly spaced throughout
the genome, and that a
redundant analysis of existing contigs is avoided. In an
obvious extension of this
approach, sequences cloned
in eDNA and exonic libraries
(b)
can be used as probes, combining the ordering of
genomic DNA clones with
*t
localization of transcribed
sequences. Simultaneous hybridization of such probes to
genomic and transcriptional
Ftatm 1. The two phases of the $, pombemapping project, (a) Clones for use as probes were libraries would also yield
randomly picked (*) from a given set of cosmids whose map order was not known, Hybridization information on sequence
identified overlapping clones (arrows). From clones that did not give a positive signal in any homologies between tranearlier hybridizationassay (unboxed areas), probes for the next round of experiments
were chosen until all clones showed positive hybridizationat least once. scribed sequences,
Most published clone
(b) Gaps in the map caused by the lack of probes for certain overlap
regions were closed by using terminalcontig clones. maps are based on unique
probes (herein the term
be used, often simultaneously, for map generation, unique probes includes inter-repeat PCR products that
characterization of clones, sequence comparisons and, characterize, for example, a particular YAC clone) or on
in principle, the complete determination of sequences t3. repeat elements that define unique features of the DNA,
The technique combines the high data output of such as restriction fragments. However, for effective
hybridization techniques with an additional advantage: fine-mapping in preparation for large-scale sequence
the amount of information obtained from a given analyses, the relative inefficiency of discrete single-copy
experiment is independent of the genome size of the probes means that it is almost always necessary to use
system being studied. Furthermore, assays that use non-unique probes. This can be achieved either by
oligomers as probes are much less subject to artefacts mixing unique markers in pooling schemes that allow
caused by repeat sequences than those using larger, a hybridization signal to be assigned to a particular
cloned DNA probes.
marker in the pool ~7, or by using sequences that occur
very frequendy in genomic DNA. The most widely
Genomlcand transcriptionalmappi~
applicable approach is to use short oligomeric seThe power of hybridization mapping has recently quencest~ (Fig. 2), which, unlike repeat elements, are
been illustrated by the completion of maps that span represented in every type of genome at high frequency.
the Scbfzosaccbaromycespombe genome with YAC#4 As a bonus, the generation of an oligomer-based map
and, at higher resolution, with P1 phage and cosmid can obviate the need to construct a restriction map. The
clone#5.16. Unique DNA probes were the main tool in concurrence of the sets of data obtained using either
ordering these clones. There is an important difference oligomers or unique probes to map S. pombe cosmid#5
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demonstrates the potential of the approach. However, given gene could be identified in cosmids by hybridizwhile oligomer hybridization mapping is in theory a ing two degenerate oligonucleotides corresponding to
most efficient technology, some technical problems splice-site consensus sequences,
An extended form of the oligomer hybridization
remain. One is the possibility of DNA contamination, a
problem that is inherent, for example, with the in situ technique can produce high-resolution maps that could
filters used in the S. pombe experiments. This can be be used directly as an ordered template for sequence
overcome by using specifically designed oligomers analyse#3,~5. Very shot~ and pure DNA fragments, such
whose sequences are represented only rarely in the
m
m
genome Of the vector host,
Unordered inserts
but are frequendy found in
m
of clone libraries
w
m
the cloned DNA of interest.
m
m
(e.g. cOsmids)
m
In practice, only about onethird of oligomers designed
actually gave this desired
pattern of hybridization.
Additionally,
since
the
amount of target DNA on
such filters varies greatly, the
intensity of the hybridization
Pre-sorting by
signals also varies widely, so
large fragment
normalization arid automated
hybridizations
scoring of signals is es(e.g. YACs)
sential. The occurrence of
mismatch hybridization is
not as problematic, so long
as it occurs reproducibly
with all targets. Analysis of
"',°,°
°.,,°,''''
fingerprint information for
"'''°'°''°''°'.,..,.,....°,.,°°
ordering the dories is rela....,...,... °°'*'°" °'''°"
-.°°
tively straightforward: even
°',.,
with average hybridization
frequencies higher than the
reported
3.8o/6 (roughly
Map generation
equivalent to one binding
by oligonucleotide
2
event per megabase of sehybridization
quence) most signals can
be treated locally as being
unique. Nevertheless, several algorithms for multilocus analysis have been
5 11 10 7 8 1 3 12 26 i3 4 1
described t3.
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Data
obtained
from
oligomer hybridization with
selected (motif) and randomly generated oligomers
not only provide fingerprint
profiles for mapping purposes, but also yield structural information, such as
Partial sequence
CpG
TATA IntroNexon
PolyA
the nature and position of
information for
Repeats Alu
(PyPu)nInvertedrepeats
repeat and regulatory elassessment
Enhancer
Zinc finger
Homeobox
ements. Thus, the suitability
Q
~.~11i
=iii
of a DNA segment for
ii
•
further investigation could
Notl
Ascl N o t l
Oligonucleotide
map
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.Oligo11:GCGGCCGC
be assessed before work
5 11
10 7 8 1 3 12 2 6
134
11
9
.Oligo13:GGCGCGCC
intensive and costly sequence analyses are carded
out. For the localization 1~¢,4aB2. Oligomer mapping. A high-resolution library (e.g. cosmids) is subdivided by
of transcriptional units, for hybridization of low.resolution DNA fragments(e.g. YACclones). Fingerprintdata for ~tablishing
example,
Melmer
and the order of clones are produced by hybridization with short oligonucleotides. Locally(i.e. within
Buchwald ts have shown that the intervals defined by the low-resolution fragments), most oligomers bind only once. Besides
in more than 50% of cases providing mapping data, this method yields an oligonudeotide map and partial sequence
at least one splice site of a information concurrently.
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would titan be sufficient to a|low contigs of sequences
to be constructed.

as the widely used phage M13 DNA or PCR product# 9,
are the ideal substrata for very specific hybridization of
short oligonucleotides (that contain between eight
and ten nucleotides) under conditions that do not
permit any mismatched base pairs 2°, an approach that
eliminates most of the technical problems described
above. Since the number of different oligomer probes
needed is independent of the size of the genome
being screened, this procedure is particularly wellsuited to analysis of large genomes. Assembly of a
'template' map would reduce the redundancy of such
quencing to a defined minimum, which could be varied
locally according to the quality of the results obtained.
Moreover, a minimal amount of sequence overlap
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Generation of gene inventories
The technology of zero-mismatch hybridization of
very short oligomers is also being used to make gene
inventories~9,2L This system is based on the statistical
probability of clones that share a given number of
hybridization events having identical sequences. The
degree of homology between sequences is determined from representative libraries of 104-105 transcribed DNAs, and clones are classified and catalogued
this way (Fig. 3). Comparison with previously determined sequences entered in databases can reveal similarities to germs of known function, and even previously
unknown sequences can often
be grouped into a particular
Anonymous clones
functional or structural category
fronl cDNA/exon
on the basis of consensus
libraries
sequences. In contrast to the 'tag
sequencing' technique3, information is obtained from the
entire length of a cDNA rather
than from a single sequencing
reaction at one end of the molecule. A complementary characterization by hybridizations with
Oligomer
pooled total cDNA libraries can
hybridizations
identify and compare gene
(Scole-sheet for each
expression patterns in tissue- or
individual clone)
stage-specific libraries 2z, In this
way, the experimental scope of
'tagging' experiments can be
widened to allow the study
of many different organisms:
applications
might
include
epidemiological investigations
or basic research on, for examClone
pie, the evolution of axons.
classlflce.tion
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FiGtam3. Oligomerprofiling of representative (cDNA/exon) libraries, Hybridizationwith a set
of short oligonucleotides produces partial sequence information on a clone library. On the
basis of their oligomer signatures, clones can be grouped, or characterized by homology
comparisons with known sequences.
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Sequencing by hybridization
The ultimate objectives of
the genome projects are the
large-scale sequence analysis
of genomes and the application
of this information to individual case studies in research
and medicine. Sequencing by
oligomer hybridization has the
potential to make an important
contribution to both these aims.
The technique has two basic
formats, in which either the
DNA fragment templates~ or
the oligomeric .orobes a3 are
fixed to a solid support (Fig. 4).
Many studies have addressed
the technical problems involved, such as fixation of
clones or oligomers and the stability of the duplexes formed.
Since, in principle, an unlimited
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processes involved; and second, their work has already
yielded important results that clearly illustrate its huge
potential in many types of application. This technique
has the capacity to relate directly information from
many different types of nucleic acid analyses, and to
process large numbers of samples in parallel and
repeatedly, and provides an opportunity to optimize
the effectiveness of experiments by means of interchanging the probe and target sequences and combining data from various types of analysis. R should
therefore make a valuable contribution to the ongoing
molecular exploration of genomes.
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lhc;tma4, Schematic representation of one format of sequencing
by hybridization.A given DNA fragment is hybridizedto an
oligomer matrix and binds to oligonucleotidesthat contain a
complementary sequence. The continuous sequence is
determined from collation of these oligomer sequences.
(Modified, with permission, from Ref. 27.)
number of different ollgomers can be synthesized
directly on the surface of a hybridization matrix24,2s, an
important clinical application of the technique has
already become feasible. Once an association has been
established between a particular DNA mutation and a
human disorder, sequence analysis with a subset of relevant oligomers can characterize even single-base variations z6. The potential of oligomer hybridization technology is illustrated by the fact that it has been used to
determine the complete sequence of entire, although
relatively small, DNA segment# °. Since many of the
biophysical problems involved in this methodology are
at least partially understood, further refinements are
now directed at improving the more technical aspects
of the approach, such as developing rapid detection
methods. With its high potential for automation, this
technology brings sequence analysis of mammalian
genomes well within the range of experimentation.
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Conclusions
Analysis of extensive DNA regions using hybridization techniques, and in particular oligonucleotide
hybridization, has developed from being an intriguing
idea to become an established method. This is mainly
as a result of two factors: first, there is now a core of
scientists actively pursuing the advancement of the
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